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The Third National Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts Conference endeavored to provide lawyers for arts organizations, as well as advocates
and arts administrators in general, with resources, models, and information about how to begin to address these challenges, and to develop the
resources we will need in the next decade. The focus of legal services to
the arts must expand to provide more structural support for the arts,
even when this means collaborating with other institutions and agencies.
We must reexamine our mission to ensure that it serves the most fundamental needs of the artist, continue a dialogue among those concerned
for and supporting the arts, and implement plans for ongoing cooperation and communication within the art/law community. Only in this
way can we maintain a standard of excellence.

Personal Reflections on Art Lawt
JESSICA

by
L. DARRABY*

My father was a painter. The reader would not know his name, nor
is it important. What connected him in his time to those who sold many
more paintings than he, and those who sold none, is the common compulsion to create. That artistic addiction-to make something from
nothing, to transpose time, and to transfigure dimension-marks each
artist differently but links all in an acknowledged anxiety: the addiction
cannot be assuaged by purchasing a sniff or a swallow. Artists must seek
the palliative for the incurable not from a powder or a pill, but from their
own inner goo of proteins, enzymes, and grey matter that in combination
with the fortuity of time, place, and circumstance, miraculously transforms into talent and, occasionally, gifted greatness.
• Regardless of resources, artists manage to fuel the energy-consuming demands of the addiction, be it as demonic as that reflected in the
works of Francis Bacon or as fanciful as that at play in those of Robert
Longo, two artists who, as this is written, have major exhibitions touring
the Nation's museums. The reader need look only once at a Longo or a
Bacon or know only one family member or friend whose predilection is
artistic, to understand that the creative addiction has as its corollary a
symptom less publicized but equally pervasive: the artist must be not
merely creator but also conjurer. Art, by its very nature, is illusion.
t
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My father's commercial vagaries meant that sometimes his studio
overlooked the city. The clean-cornered high-ceiling room had panoramic windows presenting vistas of the river, the harbor and the quays
which invited in the preferred northern light. At most other times, however, the studio was simply the eighteen-inch expanse between his
palette, him, and his easel, the three of them wedged in a kitchen corner
or corridor. When the easel went, the arrangement was reconfigured for
a substituted chair. But paint on he did, with the same penurious insistence as Rembrandt, although not with the master's skill, each perhaps
sharing a younger man's optimism that former fortunes would be
regained and former studios retrieved, a hope rather than a reality.
Unlike artists, lawyers must, by definition, be realists. We are not
paid to be capricious; we are not permitted in practice to fantasize. Our
codes of ethics proscribe deconstructions of form and function, ambiguities of line and shape, transpositions of time and place that fabricate the
artist's oeuvre. We are, by training and vocation, a category of professionals inherently antagonistic to that kind of artistic endeavor. It is not
just that we have learned to be suspicious of illusion; we are, in fact,
required to snuff it out. This admonition to keep reality in sight supposedly distinguishes us from others: ours is not a choice but a calling. Attorneys are no more freed from law when they stop practicing than
painters are from art when they stop painting.
My father promised me that we would live in France. France! Paterfamilias of art and culture, home of the fabled Ecole des Beaux Arts,
Salons des Refuses, the Louvre, the Opera, the improbable Musee
d'Orsay. France! Champion of artists' rights-paternity, integrity, disclosure, withdrawal-only some of which have been transported to these
shores. France! Cosmopolitan center of art critics, among them Charles
Baudelaire, whom France in 1857 convicted of obscenity for violating
public morals by the "sordid realism of the pictures painted" in Les
Fleurs du Mal.
My father broke that promise. His impetuosity in this regard seems
linked to the temperaments of the Georgia O'Keeffe, Louise Nevelson,
and Jackson Pollack, whose recent biographers reveal the selfishness demanded by their respective oeuvres, a trait not unique to artists but common among them. Except for O'Keeffe-whose procrastination in
tracing three small oil paintings missing from her husband's studio has
provided the annals of art law with a case' of unabated interest-none of
the other artists, and surely not my father, were concerned about the
lawyerly intrusion evolving during the tenure of their careers. And of
1. O'Keeffe v. Snyder, 83 N.J. 478, 416 A.2d 862 (1980).
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the still unnamed here, many more are oblivious to art laws, even those
involving their rights, among them the "moral" rights embodied in the
Berne Convention, which as of last year included among its signatories
the United States.
Moral rights and incidental ones granted by state art statutes do not
insulate artists from the proverbial long arm of the law, particularly
where its fingers point to artistic hanky-panky of sexual stripe. Baudelaire's poems Lesbos, Les Femmes Damnees, and Les Metamorphoses du
Vampire, through the perpetuity of Second Empire judgments, were
banned for one hundred years. Whether farm-schooled like my fatherwho assuredly never heard of Baudelaire or his portrayal of the artist as
hero in The Painterof Modern Life-or Princeton-educated like the erudite Frank Stella, artists applaud the talent whose verbal sweep is so
powerful society is compelled to deem its pictorial imagery obscene.
Curiously, Baudelaire's name does not appear in the recent discussion of a verbal painter branded in our own era as a blasphemer, Salmon
Rushdie. Although Rushdie indubitably would have preferred the court
conviction of Baudelaire, which was finally quashed just forty years
before his own was imposed, Rushdie has been indefinitely sentenced to
isolation not by the rap of the gavel but by the jeer of the crowd. Society,
collectively or in its many streams, fears the illusionist, who by pigment
or word transposes the image of evil or memory of pain into palpable
reality. We simply cannot tolerate artistic Houdinis. Notwithstanding
our technological revolution, we are afraid today, as we were in former
times, of legerdemain practiced by the artist who conjures up a world we
would rather not know.
As attentive as the press has been to the British Mr. Rushdie, its
print has been permeated by another such conjurer, whose voice like
Baudelaire's is now stilled, whose life like Baudelaire's is occluded by
posterity's prurience, and whose compulsion, like Baudelaire's, survives
in his art. The artist is Robert Mapplethorpe.
His works as these words are typed are moving ever-so swiftly into
the judicial arena in Cincinnati, Ohio, where the National Coalition
Against Pornography (NCAP) wants to prevent their April 1990 exhibition at the Contemporary Art Center, a venue not originally included in
the itinerary of "The Perfect Moment." 2 If the venue is changed, it will
not be the first time for this artist, as my first edition catalogue so poignantly attests; the hastily printed label affixed to the original stop, the Cor2. Subsequent to Professor Darraby's writing, on April 7, 1990 Dennis Barrie, the Director of the Contemporary Arts Center and the Center itself were both indicted on charges of
obscenity. Mansnerus, The Cincinnati Case: What are the Issues? What is at Stake?, N.Y.
Times, Apr. 24, 1990, at B1, col. 1.
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coran Gallery of Art, recites the exhibition's new patron as "Washington
Project for the Art [sic]."
I do not know if Robert Mapplethorpe made it to France. But his
works did, the same works that ire the NCAP-the same works that
thrust Senator Helms, Republican from North Carolina, into a newlyactivated art-righteous Right during a tempestuous art awareness year.
The French did not seize the photographs of Mapplethorpe as they did
the books of Baudelaire a century earlier. Didactic labels outside the
exhibition rooms advised parents of the sensitive subject matter. The exhibition, still cyclonic here, was accepted with French aplomb, perhaps
not surprising from the people who brought us a film genre where mistresses, wives, and m6nages are handled with equal dexterity.
Ironically, Mapplethorpe is not castigated for his illusion but his
vision. Critics cannot focus on the usual artistic bag of tricks-the manipulations of space, convergences of time, transpositions of materialbecause Mapplethorpe was a photographer, photography being the supposed medium of reality. Condemnation has centered not on conjured
images but on his unfailing authoritative vision of reality. The reality is
one we as societal members seem averse to recognize. The reality is one
we as citizens seem dangerously close to legislating away. The reality is
one we as taxpayers seem determined not to finance. The reality is one
we as jurors and jurists soon may have to adjudicate. Mapplethorpe has
created something more powerful, it seems, than magic.
My father never traveled to France. I cannot say I thought about
him when I did. It was the father of an artist who occupied my thoughts:
the Chief of Staff at the French Ministry of Justice, the father of Edouard
Manet. Manet helped make modern art-both abstract and representational-possible; in the words of Baudelaire "[he had] a vigourous taste
for reality, modern reality." Manet's vision, his idiosyncratic approach,
his choice of subject matter and his painterly application of the then-new
photographic technique, enabled him to fold the eighteenth century into
the twentieth without draining three hundred years of their locus in time
or history.
What were the private thoughts of Manet-pere of the son who rejected the legal career-the son whose works revealed an addiction expressed not in the acceptable visual constancy of the realism of Nicolas
Poussin but in the entirely unacceptable, and to this day, uncategorizable, daubs and slapdash swatches of color designed to trick the eye. The
subject matter must have been offensive to a man of his principled class:
in Christ Mocked, Manet painted a wilted, bloodless body scourged with
streaks of blue and white, a rendition of Christ as disturbing in the 1860s
as some today find Mapplethorpe's photographs. Perhaps because art-
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work is often so shocking, artists throughout centuries maintain a common bond, a common spirit-that of searching for a way to depict truth.
The artists' need to memorialize their visions of truth harks back to
the ancient Greeks, who were inspired by the notion of the mortal heroaided by the gifts of gods, but vulnerable to human pain and suffering.
Attorneys today pursue the age-old search for truth just as artists still
attempt to convey feeling through form. Artists feel compelled to express truth; attorneys are bound to seek it, to disclose it when it is found,
and to honor it when it is disclosed. And if artists and attorneys have a
common framework, a set of specifications from which the same vision
can rise, it is this honesty-released by artists through their imagination,
and discharged by attorneys through the rigors of their practice.
I do not know if my father was an honest man. I do not know if he
believed he had a mission. But as I watch unknown the viewers of his
work, I find he has left behind for someone something that each of as
lawyers, bound by precedent, would like to do: that sleight of hand
whereby the past informs the present with a fresh vision. Of all our legal
specialties, art law offers the attorney this gift of magic.

